A Fortune 500 company availed 1Mobility’s “Mobile
Access Gateway” and Secure Browsing Solutions to
securely enable intranet web-based workflows.
Client Profile
Industry: Conglomerate
Business: Oil, Power, Steel

Need
Mobilizing simple business
workflows not to stall though
stakeholders are traveling.

Solution
Mobile Device
Management
Mobile Application
Management
Mobile Access
Gateway
Secure Browser

1Mobility Offerings







Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM)
through consulting,
development and managed
services
Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
of Mobile Data
Compliance enforcement
and monitoring
Containerization
BYOD Management

Often, decision makers are on the move to
accelerate business, which hampers day to
day workflow activities for need of
approvals and sign offs from stakeholders.
Challenge
A fortune 500 multinational conglomerate faces a problem
wherein a large number of executives and decision makers are
often on the move. There are some basic workflows such as
purchase/expense approvals, leave approval etc. get delayed
because they are intranet applications and not available
outside the office network.
“The VPN infrastructure is expensive and mostly, cannot be
used on the mobile devices.” Says the CIO. VPN may disconnect
with fluctuations in connectivity as well as timeouts. “Though
our vision on mobility is extensive, we would like to start with
enabling at least the small workflows through web interface on
the mobile devices, of course without the need for individuals
to connect through VPN” said GM, IT.

Solution
1Mobility provided a “Secure Browser” with a very familiar and
user-friendly interface to bring enterprise grade security to match
company’s compliances and security policies.
1Mobility Secure Browsing enables secure browsing and empowers
the organization with pre-configured settings to meet unique
business needs as well as to protect corporate assets on mobile
devices.
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About 1Mobility

1Mobility, a global company,
offers
a
cloud
based,
internationalized
and
scalable Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM) solution
that
secures,
monitors,
manages
and
supports
mobile
devices
across
platforms, service providers
and manufacturers.
1Mobility provides an
affordable solution, enables
over-the-air distribution of
mobile applications,
configuration settings and
security policies to corporate
owned or employee owned
(BYOD) devices through a
central web console.

The solution provides following features
 Blacklist URLs
 Kiosk – Allow only one whitelisted URL
 Define Proxy for the web traffic
 Passcode policy
 Single Sign-on (SSO)
 Data Loss Prevention (DLP) by configuring policies.
1Mobility also provided “Mobile Access Gateway” integrated with
secure browsing which is a secure tunnel for intranet web resources
without requiring any changes to the existing infrastructure.
 Enabling intranet web resources on mobile devices without
requiring VPN.
 Provides a secure tunnel for data in-transit.
 Authenticates devices, users and requests before redirecting
them to intranet server.

Results

1. Seamlessly mobilized the business workflows
1Mobility platform enables secure workflows in a flexible, yet
controlled, manner. Secure mobile workflows significantly reduced
risk to corporate data.

2. Protection for corporate data and network
Contact 1Mobility at
info@1Mobility.com

1Mobility enabled complete visibility into devices which connect to
Corporate network. Only the compliant & approved devices are
allowed to connect to network, which substantially reduced
vulnerability and security breaches. 1Mobility Solution helped
keeping jailbroken/rooted devices accessing corporate data and
automating process of proactively identifying and remediating the
vulnerabilities.
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